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FORMAL LINGUISTICS AND THE ORDINARY WORKING GRAMMARIAN• 
0. Introduction 
Geoffrey K Pullum 
Umvers1ty of Cahforrua, Santa Cruz 
Exactly tlurty years ago tlus month, m October 1969, a conference was held at the Umvers1ty of Texas at 
Austm on the 'Goals of Lmgmstlc Theory ' The goals of lmgmst1c theory were not a matter of agreement 
then, any more than they are now, as the proceedmgs volume (Peters 1972) makes very clear Indeed, some 
part1c1pants were questlomng the very idea of there bemg a defensible syntactic theory The pess1m1suc final 
section ofPostal's paper expressed the op1mon that "so httle 1s understood oflmgmst1c structure" that early 
transformat10nahsts were makmg a mtstake when they "naively assumed that 1t was actually possible at the 
time to construct generative grammars for human languages" (p 160) Mmdful of the problem of what 
grammanans will do 1fthey do not write grammars, he mvokes "a no doubt never-to-be-wntten paper" by 
Lakoff, Postal and Ross called "What to do until the rules come," which was to discuss what grammanans 
should do with their research time 1fthey weren't gomg to be wr1tmg grammars (p 168, n 50) 
Fillmore's paper m the volume caught the mood, co1mng the term "the New Taxonomy" for "an era 
of a new and exuberant catalogumg of the enormous range of facts that lmgu1sts need eventually to find 
theories to deal with" (p 16), and mtroducmg the Ordmary Workmg Grammarian a shadowy figure whose 
views and reactions are discussed throughout the paper Fillmore expresses the hope that the Ordmary 
Workmg Grammanan will not be Judged by "lus ab1hty to demonstrate that his grammar does everytlung that 
generative grammars have been said to have to do" (p 18), because that seems unposs1ble "Havmg a good 
time" as a practitioner of the New Taxonomy mtght have to be sufficient, and after all, he concludes, "It 1s 
possible to remam happy, for a wlule, without well-defined goals " 
How long should we wait? How many years 1s enough to spend wrutmg for the rules to come? 
Exactly ten years ago this month, twenty years after the Texas conference, I decided that we had been wa1tmg 
long enough Speakmg by mV1tat1on to the Western Conference On Lmgu1st1cs (WECOL) on the topic of 
what we should expect m lmgu1sUcs m the 1990s, I reVlewed some back-of-envelope computations to show 
that there had probably been some ten thousand or more person-years mvested m generative lmgmstlc 
research by then, with results hardly sufficient to Justify tlus outpounng of effort For example, I comp lamed, 
"there 1s absolutely no sign of generative grammar reaclung the pomt where randomly selected practitioners 
will give approximately equivalent answers when asked for the syntactic surface structure of simple Engh sh 
sentences " Part of the trouble, I felt, lay with the heady idea that hngu1st1cs was plumbmg the mysteries of 
the mental I observed that "It 1s hard to get across to people who tlunk they have glimpsed a prmc1ple of the 
lmgmst1c faculty of the human mtnd that they will have to substantiate that by exh1b1tmg descriptions of 
lmgmstlc phenomena wluch both appeal to the putative pnnc1ple and equal or surpass previous descriptions 
m breadth or depth of ms1ght " 
I pomted out the growing evidence of retrogressmn- mdeed, one might call it c1rcum1tmerat1on-
were evident m the unacknowledged plundermg of generative semantics that was gomg on m the late 1980s 
•I am very grateful to Barbara C Scholz, who 1s responsible for developing some of the ideas m this paper, 
discussed all oftt with me m detail, read 1t m draft, and commented extensively and helpfully on 1t She saved me from 
a number of errors and mfehc1ties No blame attaches to her for the remammg faults m the paper Tins work was 
partially supported by a grant from the Delmas Foundation to the Umvers1ty of Cahfom1a, Santa Cruz 
w1thm MIT lmgmst1cs I was worned that havmg spent the Nixon adtrurustrat10n fadmg to agree that the ideas 
of generative semantics were correct, syntact1c1ans were now spendmg the Bush adm1mstrat1on circling 
nostalgically around those ideas agam, without acknowledging 1t (Pullum 1996 has some further d1scuss1on 
on thts) 1 What I didn't know then was that things would get worse It is sobering to look back now at 
Postal's paper, with its claim that a theory with semantic representations and surface structures but no level 
of deep structure should "because of its a pnon logical and conceptual properties" be regarded as "the basic 
one whtch generative lmgu1sts should operate from as an investigatory framework, and should be 
abandoned, 1f at all, only under the strongest pressures of empmcal d1sconfirmat1on" (Postal 1972, p 135) 
The pubhshed version of Chomsky's paper at the 1969 conference argued firmly against this, cla1m1ng 1t to 
be misguided m prmc1ple 
"Improvements from the worst possible case will come by placmg more possible cond1t10ns on the 
choice of grammars, hm1tmg the lands of rules that can appear m them and the ways m which these 
rules can operate Thus 1t is nusleadmg to say that a better theory is one with a more lmuted 
conceptual structure, and that we prefer the mmunal conceptual elaboration, the least theoretical 
apparatus Insofar as this notion 1s comprehensible, 1t is not m general correct " (Chomsky 1972, 
p 68) 
Today, as 1s well known, Chomsky takes the opposite vtew the syntax defines a denvatton relatmg a phonetic 
form directly to a logical form without a level of deep structure He goes on to say (Chomsky 1995, p 187) 
Ideally, that would be the end of the story each lmgmst1c expression 1s an optimal realization of 
interface cond1t1ons Any additional structure or assumptions requires empmcal JUstdicatlon 
[W]e may ask whether the evidence will bear the weight [of supportmg deep structure], or whether it 
is possible to move toward a mm1mahst program 
Not a word is added to remtnd the reader that this 1s a cap1tulat10n to Postal's 1969 a pnon conceptual 
arguments m favor of the "homogeneous" theory as a default - the idea that deep structure was an extra 
assumpt10n that would need special evtdence to support 1t 2 
1 It IS of course this complete lack of acknowledgment, and not just the fact that Chomsky has changed his 
nnnd, that 1s worrymg about the quotations at the begmrung of this paper There 1s no reference to Postal ( 1972) -
or Chomsky ( 1972) - m the bibliography of Chomsky (1995) Surely anyone malang the land ofU-tum m syntactic 
theory that Chomsky has made should signal the tum, or at least admit that the turn has been made What we are seemg 
here 1s not Orwell's Problem (Chomsky 1986) but Wmston's Problem references to the generative semantics era are 
bemg treated hke the newspaper chppmg that Wmston Snuth m Orwell's 1984 discovers (and Jmmedlately feels he must 
destroy because 1t clearly falsifies a crucial Party clalfD Orwell 1949, pan One, §VII) "The unmed1ate advantages 
offalsifymgthe past were obvious," Wmston reflects, "but the ultnnate motive was mysterious "He takes up his pen 
and records this thought "/understand HOW I do not understand WHY" Quite so There 1s a short-term savmg of 
face from not bothering to acknowledge debts to opponents from the 1960s, but ultlmately 1t 1s not clear to me what 
anyone has to gam by denymg that reversions to 1969 theonzmg are taking place 
2 The two theones are not identical, of course Postal was advocatmg a grammar m which logicaVsemantic 
representations were base-generated and transformations mapped them mto phonetic ones Chomsky defends a view 
that still has syntactic structures generated mdependently of logical or semantic considerations A careful contrastmg 
of the two theones nught be enhghtemng, but Chomsky ts apparently not gomg to be the one to provide 1t Seuren 
(forthconung) provides some dlummating discussion 
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I could not foresee anything quite so brazen m my 1989 lecture But I did what I could to discern 
something of the future of the parts of the d1sc1plme I knew about And m conclusion I pushed the crystal 
ball aside and SWltched from pred1ct10n to a much easier task, exhortation I fimshed up with more 
ultimate consequences for my own future that I could not then know - m these terms 
Ifl had to name one thmg that I felt would be most valuable for the health oflmguist1cs m the 1990s, 
I would say that what was needed was a large-scale theoretical synthesis and descnpt1on effort on the 
syntax of a smgle language studied m depth - probably English Lmgmsts are not puJlmg together 
the ideas they entertam The dlsciphne of a team effort to lay out a senous reference grammar of 
English has been lackmg for too long The task will be a large one, and difficult to orgamze, but it 
would be worth 1t 
Those who are mchned to disnuss such encyclopedizmg work as relatively dull when compared 
to the exploration of the ongms of the uruverse or the probmg of human cogmt1ve capacities and their 
genetic basis should reflect on the fact that astronomers and cosmologists have spent the better part 
of the last decade constructmg detailed maps of the umverse, and sc1ent1sts who work drrectly on the 
foundat10ns of genetics have decided that they will spend several billions of dollars over the commg 
decade or two constructmg a complete map of the human genome An exhaustive account of what we 
now know about the syntax of English will be a small job by companson With these giant cartographic 
endeavors We can spare a few hundred person-years, surely 
I had forgotten the key pnnc1ple govermng such thmgs as wise behavior at faculty meetings be very cautmus 
about makmg passmnate speeches advocating that novel and arduous tasks should be undertaken, because 
you w1ll be taken to have voluntee1 ed 
I was not then aware that across the Pacific m Austraha, Rodney Huddleston had become convmced 
that a new major descnpt1ve grammar of Engbsh was vttally needed He had written a review for Language 
of the comprehensive grammar produced by Randolph Quirk and hts team (Huddleston 1987), and that effort 
had taught htm that the Quirk grammar will not do Praiseworthy as 1t might be, 1t does not have a 
theoretically coherent view of what syntax 1s about, or even a consistent termmology It 1s far too wedded 
to trad1t1onal mistakes, commits far too many nnsanalyses, and despite its bulk, olJllts several topics and treats 
others carelessly 
Huddleston obtamed fundmg from the Austraban Research Council and set up a mamly Australian 
team to begm work on a new grammar m the early 1990s The project was, as I had predicted, both large and 
difficult to orgamze In late 1995, when It became clear that the grammar was leakmg and more hands were 
needed at the pump, Cambridge Umverstty Press contacted me to mvite me to JOin the team The plan was 
for a massive 1800-page descnpttve grammar to be called The Cambridge Grammar of English (Huddleston 
and Pullum, forthcommg, henceforth CGE) It was to be a comprehensive synchromc descnpt10n of the 
syntax and morphology of present-day general-purpose mtemat1onal Standard Engh sh, mtended for a general 
readershtp I demurred for a whtle, but by early 1996 I had realized that as the author of the above quotatmn 
I had no ch01ce I agreed to 1om the team 
I have never seen a summer smce that day By July 1996 I was m Austraha workmg through the 
southern winter on the project with Huddleston at the headquarters for the CGE project, his home office m 
Kenmore, Queensland All my summers smce 1995 have been Austrahan wmters, and some of my autumns 
have been tropical spnngs m Queensland I have now spent more than a full 100%-time person-year on the 
project, over twelve months full time, and it seems hke a lot more It is the project that ate my hfe But 1t 
has been the hardest and most mterestmg work I have ever done m linguistics It turns out to be very excitmg 
to be attempt a complete descnption of a language that one knows natively and about whtch vast quantities 
of evidence can be obtained and a huge hbrary of hterature ts available The difference between this kmd of 
work and the theoretical work that I was formerly more used to 1s quite dramatic 
I have been forced to learn the peculiar kmd of self-effacingness that the Ordinary Working 
Grammanan must cultivate (that habit so fanuhar to Fillmore, and so ahen to me) Theoret1c1ans gain kudos 
by takmg apparently ordinary facts and dtscovenng in them something surpnsmg, descnpttve grammarians 
have to take apparently surpnsing facts and fit them mto the ordmary pattern with least fanfare This is 
because of what the user of a grammar of this sort expects those who look up a topic m a reference grammar 
are not loolang to be handed 1969-style awe and wonderment ("Wow, these data are JUSt so cool, they blow 
every known theory away") or 1999-style pretentious b1ologism ("The facts are subtle and wdl mostly be 
ignored here but through them I thmk we can gbmpse a property of the computational system of the 
mind/bram") Ordmary users want conservattv1ty and continmty, so there should be no wholesale 
abandonment of trad1t1onal assumpttons except where the motivation ts extremely strong (an ordinary 
grammar user cannot be expected to re-learn the termmology of grammar every three months) They also 
want authontat1veness But no hype, no approXImat1on, no suppressed exceptions, no copout 
Attempting to work to such desiderata 1s a real exercise m d1sc1plme Theoretical syntacttc1ans can 
enJOY the luxury of saymg m a footnote, "There are certam subclasses of verbs for which this ts not true, but 
I will not consider them here," whde a descnpttve grammanan - at least, given the ground rules we have 
estabbshed for CGE-has to hst every one of those verbs, and find any generahzat10n that governs them 
More generally, theoretic syntacttc1ans can ignore or sidestep humdrum sets offacts that don't seem relevant 
or mterestmg, whereas descnpt1ve grammanans have to mamtam clanty of focus and egahtanan coverage 
throughout, descnbmg the apparently humdrum Just as carefully as the supposedly fascmatmg (not that one 
can tell the difference before g1vmg senous attentmn to a problem, I have found) 
I want to discuss one or two examples of the changes m my percept10ns of my JOb as a grammanan 
that have followed from my mtens1ve mvolvement m the work of producmg CGE, and to try to assess the 
extent to which my background m theoretical lmgmst1cs has been a help or a hmdrance, a source of 
msp1ratlon or a source of shame I wtll argue that the no-doubt-never-to-be-wntten paper by Lakoff, Postal 
and Ross (which did mdeed never get wntten) basically got things nght 3 The great achievement of 
transformattonal-generat1ve grammar these past forty years has been to equip the Ordmary Workmg 
Grammanan With a vastly improved set of conceptual tools, analytical tests, argumentat10nal strategies, rules 
of thumb, and cntena for the evaluation of syntactic analyses Today we can be far more certam of our 
dec1s10ns regardmg whether this or that grammatical analysts ts the more reasonable one, we can at last 
improve on the descnptmns provided m even the most assiduous trad1t1onal grammars, and be sure we are 
mtroducmg an improvement With these new techruques of mvest1gat1on and ngorous argumentation we have 
m fact been able to open up whole fields of grammar that are brand new we are obtammg results on topics 
that were not even topics m grammar fifty years ago 
It is the busmess of theory construction and the estabhshmg of broader metatheorettcal pnnc1ples that 
has stalled I beheve that many of the supposed accomplishments of generative lmgu1st1cs are mythical The 
mtmttonal methods that replaced corpus methods m the 1950s are outmoded, the "argument from poverty 
of the stimulus" that 1s supposed to have linked lmgu1st1c results to the explanation of language acqms1t1on 
has not m fact been given substance, the conception of generat1V1ty that most lmgu1sts have been workmg 
with ts the wrong one, having tempted us mto confus10ns on qmte baste claims about language - as basic 
3 Perhaps I should say "would have gotten things nght", 1t 1s difficult to know exactly how one should talk 
about a never~to-be-wntten paper 
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as the claim that natural languages are infirute, and the signature achievement, the development of 
transformational rules, was Just a rm stake that has wasted an inordinate amount of time 
What ts so 1roruc about this, and what makes 1t worth commenting on, 1s that what ts believed outside 
our d1sc1pline ts basically the opposite of all this What generative grammar has in fact done best hes in areas 
hke broaderung our understanding of what 1s a grammatical fact, and developing new and successful lands 
of grammatical argument Such work ts very httle known to the JOUmahsts, rhetoncians, hterature professors, 
psychologists, neurologists, and philosophers who wnte about the supposed Chomskyan revolution, what 
they all concentrate on ts the supposed cataclysmic impact of the discovery of transformations, and the 
alleged power and insight of the generat1vtst-Cartes1an-cogruttve-b10log1cal world vtew for which Chomsky 
has supposedly made a compelling case 
Ironically, 1t ts what generative lingmst1cs has done least well that has gamed 1t the most fame the 
construction of very general theones with uruversal and multtd1sc1plinary import The outside world seems 
to have 1t backwards Lingmsttcs ts being horuzed for what 1t has not achieved instead of what 1t has 
1. Elusive part of speech assignments 
To illustrate what I think linguists are domg well, in this sectton I will exarrune some simple part-of-speech 
d1stinct1ons that ought to have been clearly settled long ago but for var10us reasons were not Trad1t1onal 
English grammar has had the part of speech of a large number of frequent items wrong, and for others had 
the nght answer but for no very good reason I think that today we can put nght the m1sanalyses and provtde 
clear and definite grammatical arguments in support of our categorizations 
If this seems hke a tnv1al enterpnse, by the way, think agam Ifwe cannot defimt1vely deterrrune and 
support syntactic categorizat10ns for given items in a well-studied language, we can do nothing else in 
computational terms, we cannot even do tagging, let alone parsing, in representattonal tenns, we cannot even 
draw the bottom tier of a tree, let alone the branches closer to the root, in m1mmahst terms, we do not even 
know what the numeratton ts of a sentence ts, because we cannot say what lexical categories are represented 
by the words occurnng in 1t, X-bar theory determines nothmg about what phrasal projections there are 1f we 
cannot name the lexical categones Nothmg could be more fundamental to syntax than getting lexical items 
correctly assigned to defensible lexical categories It ts analogous to getting straight about identifying the 
elements for a chemist 
1 1 D1agnosmg prepositions 
The study ofEnghsh grammar owes a lasting debt to Joseph Emonds (1972), and to useful supplementary 
work by Ray Jackendoff(1973, 1977), for maktng 1t fully clear for the first time in the history ofEnghsh 
grammatical studies that a senous error has trad1t1onally been made concerning the categorization of items 
















Because under the trad1t1onal vtew a word can only be a prepos1tton 1f1t has an NP complement, in each of 
these pairs the underlined word ts trad1t1onally prepos1t10n in the [1] case and adverb in the [n] case 
(3) a [1] I had come~ a couple of mimes [11] I had come across a couple of time~ 
b [1] A ship sailed "/J.J!.. each bay [11] A ship sailed "/J.J!.. each day 
c [1] I had gone YR a mountam before [11] I had gone YR a moment before 
d [1] The bus went JJJ1§1. every smgle stop [11] The bus went JlfJJ1. every smgle hour 
e [1] He was cast ma bit part [nJ He was cast m. a bit later 
Notice that the meanmg of the items m question here does not vary down means 'down' What vanes 1s only 
whether the NP that follows them 1s their object (as m the [i] cases) or a time adjunct that does not fonn a 
constituent with them (as m the [ 11 J cases) A comparable analysis for verbs would assign two parts of speech 
to (say) eat whtle called a verb m tranS1tive clauses bkeI plan to eat this macaroon, it would be categonzed 
m some different way when n occurred without a direct object, as m I plan to eat this afternoon How could 
any grammarian be fully satisfied with an account hke tlus? 
What Emonds did was to provide cntena to defend a new analysis, developmg them mto ngorous 
arguments that the underlined words m the [11] cases of (3) are prepositions One test that he introduced 
mvolved the use of right as a pre-head modifier ('specifier') 4 Right does not premod1fy any category but 




[1] It was nght out of sight 
[1] *It was nght mv1S1ble 
[1] *It was done right mv1S1bly 
[n] It/ell right m our area 
[11] *The place where ztfe// zs nght local 




The relevance of right mod1ficat1on is seen when we test 1t on items bke the underlined ones m the 
(4a-e[11]) Sazled nght by is1ust as good as sailed right by each bay,fell right down ts just as good as fell 
nght down the stairs, went right pai'tl 1s Just as good as went nght past every stop, and so on The trad1t10nal 
account would have to be (Sa), when surely (Sb) makes a lot more sense 
(5) a The traditional view of right 
Right can be used as a pre-head mod1fymg adjunct only with 
(a) prepos1t1ons, or 
(b) the members of a select and ad hoc class of adverbs, all of wluch lack the -ly suffix with which 
the central members of the adverb class are charactenst1cally formed, and all of which are 
homophonous with prepositions 
b The post-Emonds view about right 
Right can be used as a pre-head modifymg adjunct only with prepositions 
Other arguments urge us m the same direction Emonds pomts out that the constructions illustrated 
by Into the pool with h1mf or Up the mast with that flag! are restncted to having a PP as the m1ttal 
constituent, and what do we find but In with h1m I, Up w1th ur, etc And the mvers1on construction illustrated 
by Out of the hole popped a mouse or Into the room ran a messenger demands a PP as the 1mt1al constituent, 
but we find Out popped a mouse and In ran a messenger 
It can also be pomted out that there are verbs subcategonzed to take PP complements verbs hke put 
demand a locative PP complement (Put these on your hands), and verbs hke head demand a directional PP 
complement (We headed toward the harbor), but we also find Put these on and We headed m And there are 
4 Straight, clear, and smack (or smack dab) can be used similarly, but I concentrate here on nght 
because of1ts wider d1stnbution 
negative tests that can confirm that some item is not a prepos1t10n For example, the verb become never 
allows a PP complement we get become a mamac and become msane but not *become out of your mmd 
And sure enough, the behavior of mtrans1t1ve prepos1t1ons is m lme with tlus we do not find *become 
outlmluplthroughlto etc These alleged adverbs fail to occur with become m exactly the way as we predict 
1f mstead they are prepositions 
In add1t1on to these tests for prepos1t1onhood that work for mtrans1t1ve (non-complement-taking) 
prepos1t1ons, there are of course others dependmg on the syntax of those prepos1t1ons that do have 
complements Notably, we can appeal to the frontmg of PPs contammg wh-NPs, generally known as pied 
p1pmg When a prepos1t1on has a wh-NP complement and it 1s relatlVlzed or questioned, prepos1t1ons 
optionally appear m clause-m1t1al position along with the wh-NP Adjectives never show tlus behavior This 
contrast permits us to d1stmgmsh due to the bad signpostmg, where due is a prepos1t1on, from new to the bad 





We soon got lost, due to the bad signpostmg 
There was some bad signpostmg, due to which we soon got lost 
We soon got lost, new to the bad signpostmg 
*There was some bad signpostmg, new to which we soon got /mt 
[fronted PP] 
[fronted AdjP] 
In short, we are armed today with a whole battery of useful d1agnost1c tests that together make an 
overwhelming case for categonzatlon of certam words as prepos1t1ons m Engh sh We do not have to do this 
on the basis of the extremely vague umversahst defirut10ns of 'prepos1t1on' that trad1t10nal grammar attempts 
to provide, there are clear-cut charactenst1c behaviors mternal to English grammar that we can use 
1 2 D1agnosmg ad1ectaves 
Malmg (1984) 1s concerned with applymg arguments ofthe general sort just reviewed man attempt to get 
straight the categonzat1ons of certam words that might be taken for either adjectives or prepos1t1ons I will 
m fact argue that her dec1s1ons are not the nght ones, but it should not be overlooked that her paper opened 
up a mce problem and made some very useful contnbut1ons 
Malmg reviews several different cntena for adject1vehood and ruling out prepos1t1onhood, 
concentratmg on those that are purely syntactic Among the phenomena she suggests we pay attention to are 
the use of very and very much as pre-head adjuncts (what she calls specifiers) adjectives take very but not 
very much, wlule with prepos1t1ons the reverse 1s the case (compare very affectwnate, *very much 
ajject10nate, very much m love, *very m love) Tlus d1agnost1c 1s often helpful, though we wdl see below that 
1t can let us down 
Malmg also notes that the d1stnbut1on of the word enough 1s peculiarly useful because 1t refuses to 
premod1fy adjectives (we get good enough rather than *enough good) (The latter test has a comphcat1on 
nothing 1s peTmitted to separate a lexical head from its NP complement, so that we should not expect to see 
enough after any adjective that can take an NP complement, and there are such adjectives, as we shall see 
below) Fmally she notes that comparative mflect1on, taking the negation prefix un-, and occurrence m 
prenominal attnbut1ve mod1ficat1on are also useful tests m some contexts 
Not noted by either Emonds or Malmg is a further very useful test for d1stmgu1shmg adjectives (and 
part1c1ples m certam constructions) from prepos1t1ons, pomted out to me by Rodney Huddleston It is partially 
semantic, because it turns on the existence or nonexistence of pred1cat1ve readmgs for fronted adjuncts 
Fronted PPs are capable of funct1omng as nonpred1catave sentence adjuncts, whereas AdjPs, NPs, and VPs 
that occur as preposed adjuncts are always predicative Consider these examples 
(7) a 
b 
Ahead o(the shiv. the captam saw an island on which to land 
Tired of the shzp. the capt am saw an island on whzch to land 
[PP] 
[AdJP] 
Both are grammatical and meanmgful, but there ts a difference (7b) entads that the captam was tired of the 
ship, but (7a) does not necessarily entail that the captam was ahead of the ship It could have such a mearung, 
but what ts unportant 1s that another readmg ts also possible, one m which ahead of the ship is not predicated 
of the captain, but merely md1cates where the island was sighted To put 1t another way, (7a) does not 
guarantee the truth or the grammat1cahty of the sentence The captam was ahead of the ship, but (7b) does 
entail the eXlstence and the truth of The cap tam was tired of the ship In (7b ), only a predicative reading 
eXlsts 1f(7b) 1s true, then the descnpt1on "tired of the ship" applies to the captam This fact correlates with 




Due to the terrain. Kzm soon got lost 
New to the terrain. Kim soon got lost 
[PP, nonpred1cat1ve reading] 
[AdjP, pred1cat1ve readmg] 
We do not read (Sa) as entatbng the strange claim that Kim was due to the terram (1 e the terram somehow 
caused Kim to extst) We do, however, read (8b) as entadmg the claim that Kim was new to the terram Th.ts 
1s an md1cat1on that whtle new 1s an adjective (as confirmed by tts semantically regular comparative and 
superlative inflected forms newer and newest), due ts a prepos1t1on m the contemporary language 
Grammaticality ddferences can result from the property under d1scuss10n For example, owmg was 
at one time just the gerund participle of the verb owe, but has long smce become a prepos1t1on The gerund 
part1c1ple of the verb owe can occur m part1c1p1al constructmns hke Owmg ~everal thousand dollars on his 
credit card, Jzm was paymg a lot of mterest These are always pred1cat1ve (m the example just given, owmg 
him several thousand dollars 1s predicated of Jim) The prepos1tton owmg takes a PP complement with to, 
but the verb takes a dtrect object as well (as m You owe $5 to Kim) Thus we find this syntactic contrast 
(9) a Owmg to my stupid bank, there's no money for the payroll this Fnday 
b *Owmg money to my stupid bank, there's no money for the payroll this Fnday 
In (9b ), the direct object money ensures that owmg must be the gerund participle of the verb owe, but m that 
case owmg money to my stupid bank is a VP and must be pred1cat1ve (m trad1t10nal terms, tt needs an 
'understood subject'), and nothing m the following mam clause provides any appropriate NP to be the target 
of the pred1cat1on But (9a) can be understood with owmg as a prepos1t10n PPs can be nonpred1cat1ve 
sentence adjuncts, so we can understand owmg to my stupid bank as "because of my stupid bank" 
To summanze, when a fronted adjunct has only pred1cat1ve readings, that 1s sufficient to md1cate that it 
1s not headed by a prepos1t1on or an adverb, when 1t has only nonpred1cat1ve readmgs, that 1s sufficient to 
md1cate that 1t ts not headed by an adjective 
1.3 Telling adjectives and prepositions apart 
I summarize m ( l 0) all the reliable tests I am aware of for 1dent1fymg prepos1t1ons and adjectives, mcludmg 
those mentioned m the foregomg sections All of the diagnostics below state sufficient cond1ttons for 
belongmg, or for not belongmg, to a certam category 
(10) a Sufficient conditions for bemg a preposition 
1 Dedicated preposit10n premodifiers nght, strarght, clear, and smack 
A word occumng With one of these as pre-head modifier ts occumng as a preposit10n 
11 Pied ptpmg 
An occurrence of a word opt1onally fronted along With an 'extracted' item m an 
unbounded dependency 1s a prepos1t10n occurrence 
b Sufficient cond1ttons for bemg an adjective or adverb 
1 Comparative mflect1on 
An occurrence of a word with grade mflectton (comparative -e1 or superlative -est) 1s an 
adjective or adverb occurrence 
11 Very mtens1ficat1on 
An occurrence of a word with very as pre-head adjunct 1s an adjective occurrence 
c Sufficient cond1t1ons for not bemg a prepos1t10n 
1 Become complementation 
An occurrence as head of the complement of become 1s not a prepos1tton occurrence 
11 Premod1fi.er function m AdJP or AdvP 
A pre-head modifier occurrence m AdjP or AdvP 1s not a prepos1tton occurrence 
d Sufficient cond1t10ns for not bemg an adjective or adverb 
1 Premodtficat10n by enough 
An occurrence of a word With enough as pre-head modifier ts not an adjective occurrence 
11 Very much mtens1ficat1on 
An occurrence of a word wtth very much as an mtens1fymg pre-head modifier 1s not an 
adjective occurrence 
e A necessary condition for bemg a prepos1t10n or an adverb 
If a word ts a preposition or an adverb, 1t will have nonpredtcattve readmgs when heading 
a fronted adjunct 
f A necessary cond1t10n for bemg an adjective 
If a word 1s an adjective 1t Will have predicative readmgs when headmg a fronted adjunct 
This ts the toolbox I will use to repeat Malmg' s experiments on two problematic items, near and worth, and 
show that her results are m error 
Problem I Near 
The Oxford Engllsh D1ct10nary (OED) treats near as a preposition m those cases where 1t has a complement 
and (followmg the trad1t1onal analysts cnt1C1zed above) an adverb m those cases where 1t 1s similarly used but 
has no complement, and a separate entry for near as an adjective 1s given to cover attnbut1ve uses hke a near 
relative or the near future But thts does not qmte get 1t nght, as the followmg results show 
Smee near passes the tests m (1 Oa) for prepositions, occurnng freely with the premod1fier / lght (nght 
near the wall) and parttc1patmg m pied p1pmg (the wall near which 1tfell), we know it 1s a prepos1t10n 
Near also passes the tests m (lOb) for adjectives and adverbs even when 1t has an NP complement. 
mflectmg for grade (nearer the wall, nearest the wall) and takmg very mtens1ficat10n (very near the wall), 
so we know 1t also occurs as an adjective or adverb 
We find that near can head the complement of become (Soon 1t became near qu1ttmg time), and thus 
we further confinn by (1 Oc1) that there are non-prepos1t1on occurrences, m addition to the non-prepositional 
occurrences found premod1fymg adjectives and adverbs as noted by the OED (near complete failure, near 
perfectly camouflaged) 
The margmal occurrence of near with degree premod1fiers enough (?The gunshots were enough nea1 
the house that we were warned) and very much (?It was very much near the house) weakly confirms by 
(lOd) that there are non-adjective occurrences, though clearly (and not unexpectedly) there 1s a strong 
preference for the adjective near when the sense 1s modified m terms of degree 
Fmally, smce near can have a nonpred1cat1ve readmg when headmg a fronted adjunct (Near the wall 
but out ofh1s reach he saw a crowbar) we know that it has prepos1t1onal occurrences, whlle because 1t can 
have a predicative readmg when 1t heads a fronted adjunct (Near death, the lone survivor staggered to a 
nearby farmhouse) we know it sometimes has non-prepos1t10n and non-adverb occurrences 
(11) a [1] It fell nght near the wall 
b [1] nearer the wall, nearest the wall 
c [1] Soon 11 became near qu1ttmg time 
d [1] ?enough near us to make me nervous 
e [1] Near the wall but out of his reach 
he saw a crowbar 
[11] the wall near which 1tfel/ 
[11] very near the wall 
[11] near perfect(ly) 
[11] ?very much near us 
[11] Near death, he staggered to a nearby 
farmhouse 
The conclusion 1s clear Malmg's claim, that near 1s solely an adjective, 1s mcorrect The word 1s 
dually categorized as an adjective and as a prepos1t10n (the meanings bemg apparently 1dent1cal) As an 
adjective, near optionally takes an NP complement and mflects for comparative and superlative grade, as a 
prepos1t1on, 1t obhgatorlly takes an NP object and does not so mflect Its behav10r under the usual tests for 
class membership is mtxed m JUSt about exactly the way we would expect for an item with a dual 
class1ficat10n 
Manmng and Schutze (1999 11-13), man mtroductory chapter of a textbook on statistical natural 
language processmg, use near as an example of a word tllustratmg "non-categorical phenomena m language", 
namely "blendmg of parts of speech" They note examples hke We w1/l rewew that dec1S1on m the near fut111 e 
as evidence of attnbut1ve adjective use, and examples bke He lives nght near the statwn as evidence of 
prepos1ttonhood They then cite examples hke He has never been nearer the center of the fmanc1a/ 
establrshment (with both an NP complement and adjectival mflect1on) as evidence of the overlappmg of 
prepostt10nhke and adjecttvehke properties But they miss what ts really crucial here that when the adjective 
behavior 1s at its most unambiguous, m particular when the word 1s mflected m the comparative or 




It 1s nght near the wall 
It 1s nearer the wall than II was 
*It 1s nght nearer the wall than ll was 
[nght mod1ficat1on Prepos1t10n] 
[comparative mflect1on Adjective] 
[no categonzatton possible] 
Thls follows 1mmed1ately from the dual categonzat10n account together with the prepos1t1on-only lmutat1on 
on nght and the fact that grade mflect1on occurs only on adjectives 
Problem II Worth 
Now I constder an item, worth, that 1s more problematic but still capable of bemg categonzed on the basts 
of fully convmcmg evidence 
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Malmg' s conclusion about worth ts mtroduced with the remark "As countenntmt1ve as 1t may appear, 
worth 1s best analyzed as a prepos1t1on" and a footnote saymg "The fact that our first mtu1tlons about worth 
and near turn out to be wrong shows how nusgu1ded the attempt to provide notional defirut1ons of categones 
1s " The mtu1t10ns to which she refers are that smce near is semantically locational 1t should be a prepos1t10n 
and that smce worth has no sense that 1s m any way locational 1t should be an adjective Notional defirutlons 
may or may not be mtsgu1ded, at least at a parochial level (rather than as part of an attempt to lmk part of 
speech assignments m ddferent languages to each other as a contnbutton to uruversal grammar), but Mahng 
ts wrong about worth 1t ts a further example of an adjective taking an NP complement, this time one that 
does not also have an analysts as a prepos1t1on It is a rather unusual adjective - and its entry m the very 
traditional OED, presumably based on notional defiruttons, gets this nght 
One way that worth is unusual among adjectives 1s that its complement ts absolutely obligatory 
(There are a few others fond, desirous, etc ) The obhgatory complement is either an NP denotmg some kmd 
of mdex of value, as illustrated m [241], or else a gap-contrurung clause understood as a value-deternurung 





That book turned out to be worth seventy dollars 
I thmk you'll find this worth your time 
This uiea 1s worth grvmg some thought to_ 
The house 1s certamly worth your gomg to see _ 
Given the almost complete prohlb1t1on agamst attnbut1ve use of adjectives with subcategonzed complements, 
this entails that w01 th ts restricted to pred1cat1ve function 
A second oddity is that worth 1s an exception to the strong tendency for monosyllab1c adjectives to 
take grade mflectton *worther the money than the other one is completely 1mposs1ble Companson is 
penphrast1c with worth It was more worth the money than the other one you bought 
Worth is also fairly mcompattble with very (?very worth the money) and yet accepts very much 
However, this d1agnost1c, while 1t often pomts m the nght d1rect10n, cannot be relied upon cruc1ally, because 
1t turns out that there are adjectives that allow very much, a clear example 1s alike there 1s nothmg wrong 
with The two are very much alike Moreover, non-gradable items always take very much with the sense 
"decidedly" rather than "to a high degree", as m The ship 1s very much umque m Its class, which means not 
"the placement of the ship on the scale ofuruqueness m its class 1s very high'', but rather "the appropnacy 
of descnbmg the ship as umque m its class ts very high" Thus the very much test cannot be relied upon 
However, the generally rehable cntenon of enough placement confirms that worth is an adjective 
enough will not premodtfy adjectives, and sure enough, as anyone may venfy, corpus examples of the 
sequence 'enough worth NP' are not found at alt 
The test provided by pred1cat1ve readmgs m fronted adjuncts ts particularly important m confirming 
this As fronted adjuncts, worth phrases are always mterpreted predicattvely 
(14) a 
b 
Worth five mmutes, the article will tell you a lot about snorkelmg 
W1thm five mmutes, the artzcle wrl/ tell you a lot about snorkelmg 
It ts entailed by (14a) that the article ts worth five rrunutes (of your time), this 1s a predicative readmg, with 
the article as target of the pred1cat10n But 1t ts not entailed by ( l 4b) that the article is w1thm five minutes, 
the wlthm phrase m ( 14b) is interpreted nonpred1cat1vely A consequence of this 1s that tf we change the 
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examples to introduce a dummy 1t subject m the matnx clause, we get an ungrammatical result m one case 
but not m the other 
(15) a 
b 
*Worth.five mmutes, llw1ll become obvwus to you that snorkelmg rs fun 
W1thm five mmutes, lt will become obvwus to you that snorkelmg rs Jun 
A dummy subject cannot be the target of a pred1cat1on, so (lSa) 1s ungrammatical 
Summanzmg our results, the full picture looks hke this 
(16) a [1] *It was right worth the money [n] *I pa1d $75, worth which I thought 11 
b [1] *worther the money [11] *very worth the money 
c [1] It became worth takmg h1m serwusly [11] (no attnbuttve use) 
d [1] ?enough worth your time [u] ?very much worth the time spent on II 
e [1] (no nonpred1cattve use) [11] Worth five mmutes, the article w1ll 
tell you a lot about snorkelmg 
Most of these results are neutral, for example, all we learn from (16a) 1s that the test fails to show worth is 
a prepos1t1on, and all we learn from (16b) is that the test fads to show it 1s an adjective However, (l6c[1]) 
defimtely tells us that worth ts not a prepos1tton, and ( 16e) defirutely confirms this 
Worth 1s qmte unusual m bnngmg the property ofbemg an adjective together with five others that 
are highly unusual for adjectives 
(a) ltke near, 1t perffilts its complement to be an NP, 
(b) hke loath, it selects a complement obhgatordy, 
(c) like awake, 1t 1s completely excluded from prenommal attnbut1ve modifier function, 
( d) hke mam, 1t has the syntactic behaviour character1st1c of stnctly ungradable adjectives, and 
(e) hke extra, it 1s mert with regard to adjectival denvatton processes 
All of these help to disguise its adjectival status, but at the same time, none of them are unrepresented 
elsewhere among uncontested adjectives Worth 1s stnkmgly unusual, perhaps umque, m havmg all five of 
these unusual properties at once Nonetheless, it ts possible to confirm the OED claim about its part of speech 
classification wtth overwhelmmgly greater confidence usmg novel syntactic and semantic tests 
In such ways we can defend categonzat1on decis10ns with complete conviction and multiple Imes of 
argument, even with difficult and margmal cases Near is both an adjective and a prepos1tton (not JUSt an 
adjective as Mahng claims) and worth is solely an adjective (not a preposition as Malmg claims) My pomt 
about these small results m syntax ts that today, as a result of the past several decades of mtens1ve syntactic 
research, we can provide more sohd support for claims of this sort than was ever possible before, and we can 
correct with confidence both some trad1t1onal claims and some generauvist claims 
2. New grammatical terntory 
I have suggested so far that the development of far more ngorous and detailed ways of arguing for 
elementary chums hke categonzat10n claims is a ma1or achievement of modem hngu1st1cs I now want to 
mention bnefly - too bnefly- a second major advance, which consists m the opening up of new domams 
off acts Generative grammatical work has brought mto focus several entirely new domams of facts - not 
JUSt new facts m an area of grammar that had been madequately mapped by trad1t1onal grammarians, but 
whole new areas that were unnoticed by trad1t1onal grammarians 
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21 Unbounded dependencies 
There are few better examples that could be cited than that of unbounded dependency constructions or 
UDCs A UDC 1s a syntactic construction m whtch a designated subconstituent is, to put It mtu1t1vely, 
m1ssmg a phrase ts m1ssmg m a place where that sort of phrase would be expected under the ordmary 
pnnc1ples of mternal syntax Let us call such mtssmg phrases gaps (m order to remam neutral on the 
controversial question of whether there are traces - phonetically null but syntactically real constituents -





I would 1magme most people would en;oy a ;ob llke yours 
*I would 1magme most people would en;oy 
A ;ob like yours, I would 1magme most people would en;oy _ 
* A;ob like yours, I would rmagme most people would en;oy bemg an air/me pilot 
With a strictly trans1t1ve verb bke en;oy we would expect a dtrect object, as m (l 7a) In (17b) 1t 1s m1ssmg, 
and the sentence 1s ungrammatical But (17c), with a new fronted NP, the direct object of en;oy is mtssing 
and the sentence is nonetheless grammatical, the gap 1s marked by '_' And as (l 7d) shows, the sentence 
actually becomes ungrammatical 1f a direct object for en;oy 1s added 
Examples hke {17) give a shghtly nusleadmg impression they suggest that what is involved m an 
unbounded dependency ts a phrase that is nusplaced from where 1t would nonnally have been pos1t10ned For 
some cases th.ts 1s not a correct descnption of the situation to g1vejust one example, m (18a) the constituent 
m clause-1mttal pos1t10n cannot be substituted for the gap, as the ungrammat1cahty of (18b) shows 
(18) a 
b 
We cannot afford Susan, bnlilant analyst though she 1s 
*We cannot afford Susan, though she 1s bnlilant analyst 
(I return to th.ts toptc below ) What thts suggests 1s that we need to charactenze this phenomenon not m tenns 
of phrases that are "shifted" from their canomcal or normal pos1t1ons, but rather, m terms of the existence 
of syntactic domams that are required to contam gaps 
2 2 Island constramts 
The plot thtckens when we note that gaps have to be m certam syntactic pos1t1ons It has been customary to 
give transformatmnal theones m a way that suggests that as a first approxnnat10n gaps can be anywhere, but 
th.ts default 1s ovemdden by the existence of certam constramts on their pos1t1omng I now th.Ink thts 1s 
backwards Unconventionally (followmg an important ms1ght ofa neglected paper, Cattell 1976), I thtnk the 
default picture can be given m positive terms, as follows 
• Gaps m English must always correspond to constituents of the clause that are semantic arguments 
(subjects, objects, or other complements) or post-head modifiers, they can never be determiners or 
pre-head adjuncts 
• Gaps are pnmanly penntssible only if connected back to the root of the domam by a cham of internal 
complements and/or phrasal head relations (Keepmg in mmd that direct objects are complements, 
and that I take the VP of a clause to be the head of that clause, the gap in (17c) 1s complement ofa 
complement of the head ofa complement ofa complement of the head of the domam) 
• To a very lnruted extent can a gap be buried ms1de post-head adjuncts (Which day 1s he amvmg on 
_?, but probably not 1* Wh1eh book did you get angry because she had lost?) 
• For a gap to be buned inside left-branch matenal 1s not permtss1ble at all (*Who drd George's not 
/Jkmg surprise you?) 
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From thts charactenzatton there follow a vanety of specific prohtb1t1ons that have long been observed 
under the headmg of island constramts gaps cannot be ms1de clausal subjects, or m temporal adjuncts, or m 
relative clauses, or m gerut1ves, or m subcoordmates of a coordmate structure, for example Thts discovery 
ofth1s complex web of restnct1ons and exceptions to restnct10ns 1s a post-1960 syntactic discovery of major 
tmportance 
3.3 Multiple gaps 
The account sketched thus far applies only to cases with smgle gaps There are two circumstances m which 
multiple gaps are found m a smgle UDC One 1s across-the-board cases hke Tell me one thmg that you lzke 
_and she doesn 't also like _ The other 1s parasitic gap cases hke Which was the memo that you tore _ 
up without even loolang at _? Each has quite specific cond1t1ons The across-the-board constructions are 
those m whtch each subcoordmate of a coordmate structure has a gap m 1t and the gaps are all controlled by 
the same superordmate structure- for example, they are all associated with and licensed by a smgle relative 
clause construct10n The parasitic gap cases have extra gaps m pos1t1ons where anaphonc pronouns would 
generally also be grammatical, and those extra gaps have to be ms1de constituents that are sisters to domams 
mcludmg ordinary gaps 
To go mto these details would take vastly more time than I have here All I want to make ofthts topic 
1s thts pomt, whtch I take to be uncontroversial the whole subject of gaps and where they can occur 1s 
completely nnssmg from all gram.mars m the first half of thts century There effectively was no such topic 
There was no temunology for it because the phenomena had scarcely been noted The whole cluster of 
phenomena surroundmg gaps, unbounded dependencies, island constramts, across-the-board facts, and 
paras1t1c gaps represents an entire new reg10n of grammatical terntory that was not even discovered, let alone 
mapped, unttl the efforts of the transformat1onal-generat1ve penod oflmgmst1c research began, but now has 
been the subject of dozens if not scores of s1gmficant monographs and hundreds if not thousands of articles 
And the facts are real Fmdmg them - discovenng there was so much new grammar out there - 1s 
a genumely unportant accomplishment of late 20th-century theoretical bngmst1cs 
3. Generabve mythology 
However, when we turn to the other side of generative grammar, the side that gets the kudos from 
philosophy, psychology, and other areas of cogmt1ve science, thtngs are different Here we encounter the 
mythos of the paradigm, the legends and pieces of hallowed dogma that it has handed down These are not 
nearly as well supported as people 1magme Unhke good myths, they can actively impede progress by sowing 
confusion The very matenal that has made Chomskyan theoretical hngmst1cs famous - the topics that have 
excited phdosophers, enraged psychologists, perplexed computational lmguists, msp1red cogmt1ve scientists 
- do not stand up to ob1ect1ve scrutmy There are many aspects that could be discussed (for some attempt 
to survey them, see Pullum, m press), here I wtll just pick four 
3.1 Introspection and asterasks 
Consider first the methods of mvest1gat1on that remam standard within generative grammar How do we 
obtam the facts about English that 1t 1s our Job to descnbe? It 1s a rather extraordmary fact that generative 
grammatical research 1s still bemg done today m the same way It was bemg done forty years ago, with a 
recipe that begms, "Take one large armchair " 
To illustrate what ts possible m the language, the mvest1gator sits m the armchair and uses tmagmat10n 
to develop an example of it and mtmt10n to confirm that 1t is well-formed and makes 1ts pomt To illustrate 
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what 1s not possible, the mvesttgator constructs a stnng that would have the charactenstics of the bad 
construction in question and uses intmt1on to confinn that mdeed the constructed string is 1mposs1ble As 
Tom Wasow put 1t to me (in conversation) the N (number of expenmental subjects) 1s l, the subject knows 
the purpose of the expenment, and the subject ts cormrutted to a particular hypothesis about the phenomenal 
This 1s not a methodology that can be taken senously m cases of controversy 
Moreover, even when considered at face value as a use ofmtrospective data gathenng, it 1s bemg 
abused as Schutze (I 996 50) perceptively notes, lingmsts appear to assume subjects' mtuit1ve judgments are 
vendical they ask themselves, "What must be m subjects' mmds m order for this sentence to have the status 
they claim it has?" when it would be more appropnate to ask, "What must be m subjects' mmds m order for 
them to react this way to a sentence?" 
If there was an excuse for thts forty years ago, it was that our tools for mamtammg corpora of any 
reasonable size were so poor that armchrur reflection was actually far better at ensurmg broad coverage and 
representation for rarer constructions Certamly that was still true m the early 1960s, when accordmg to an 
ex-NASA programmer of my acquamtance NASA had to make do with a total of one ktlobyte of RAM 
Today it 1s common for a cheap desktop PC on a student's desk to have s1xty-four thousand times as much 
memory as that And disk storage 1s now measured in gigabytes (bdhons ofletters), even on cheap machines 
We can now store corpora larger than the corpus-based lmguists of the :first half ofth1s century ever dreamed 
of, and search them at speeds that would have been thought sc1ence fiction JUSt a decade ago And yet 
syntact1c1ans are for the most part not usmg corpora at all 
I am not advocating a practice of basmg grammars rigidly or mechanically on corpora, so that 1f 
available corpora do not contain an mstance of the tough construction embedded ma wh-relat1ve embedded 
m a subject we have to gerrymander our grammar to disallow Anyone who thmks John 1s easy to please had 
better thmk agam Use of a corpus does not have to make one irrational Once you have a good descnptton 
of adjective phrases and a good descnption of relative clauses you are entitled to assume that any of your 
adjective phrases could fit mto adjective-phrase slots many of your relative clauses (that easy to please will 
be grammatical m the above example because easy or tall would be grammatical there), unless you find that 
this yields defirutely unacceptable results 
But two great benefits accrue to the grammanan who uses corpora m addition to usmg common sense 
and native speaker mtmtion First a presentational pomt it 1s far more convmcmg to illustrate grammat1cal 
structures with examples chosen from a collection of sentences that have already been attested in natural 
contexts, claunmg them as a part of the language has much greater persuasiveness 1f 1t can be shown that they 
are repeatedly used by speakers and wnters of the language Second, it ts far more convmcmg when a 
certam construct10n type 1s clrumed not to be penmtted m the language 1f that claim can be made mto an 
empmcal pred1ct10n that stnngs of certain types will never be found m corpora (except perhaps sporad1cally 
as errors) 
Certamly, this will miss the distinction between the extremely rare construction type and the 
occasionally encountered error, but my pomt ts that syntact1c1ans do not even use corpus checks on thetr 
work when studymg qmte frequent construction types And one can hardly take as a key empmcal datum a 
reported negative mtmtlve reaction by the very person who (a) invented the example and (b) wants to 
convince of the hypothesis that the example's ungrammat1cahtywtll support It would be greatly preferable 
1f the theoret1c1an took an mtmtlon of ungrammatlcahty to be nothing more than the basis for a conjecture 
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about what the language does not pernut, s and looked for evidence to support or disconfirm 1t on the basts 
of a corpus of attested utterances Certainly, the feehng expressed by "Sentences contairung a clause 
beginning with that for do not sound good to me" constitutes grounds for at least some susp1c1on that clauses 
cannot begm with that for, but a demonstration that m a hundred Illllhon words of diverse prose the sequence 
that for cannot be found in clause-m1t1al pos1t1on at all constitutes a powerful vmd1catton of that susp1c1on 
- which still nught, of course, be wrong, but 1s not nearly as hkely to be wrong as unaided mtmt1on 
Let me consider one real case m which corpus checking was sorely needed but not employed the 
attempt by Htggmbotham (1984) to argue that Enghsh 1s a non-context-free language by vtrtue ofa class of 
sentences that he calls such that relatives It 1s a necessary preilllse of Higginbotham' s argument that every 
such that relative contains a pronoun anaphoncally linked to the head noun a result <;uch that no one could 
beileve 1t 1s grammatical but crucially a result such that no one disagreed 1s not But the search for evidence 
here 1s absurdly Simple one searches text for the word sequence such that and sees what comes up And 1f 
you try 1t on any reasonable collectmn of written English (I used the ACL' s Wall Street Journal corpus) you 
will find sentences hke these 
(19) a Speculatwn m platmumjutures has been a dnvmgforce such that an equivalent of 81 m1ll1011 
ounces were traded on the New York Mercantile Exchange last year 
b Global warmmg has reached a level such that we can ascribe with a high degree of confidence 
a cause and effect relat10nsh1p between the greenhouse effect and ofo.erved warm mg 
c These regulatory offenses create more complexity such that we get away fiom the old-fashwned 
types of crimes that everybody can understand 
It isn't JUSt easy to find examples hke this m abundance, it's tnv1al 6 And they aren't JUSt troublesome for 
Htggmbotham's argument, they are fatal Perhaps there was an excuse for workmg without lookmg for 
corpus eVJdence m 1984 (I don't really think so, because you can readily find examples of the crucial sort m 
the Oxford Englrsh D1ct10nary, see Pullum 1985 294), but there 1s certainly no excuse today 
Tlungs are even clearer when constructions are claimed to be unpossible My proposal would be that 
the astensk should be given a straightforward empmcal mterpretat1on puttmg an astensk on an example 
constitutes a claim that the constructmn type illustrated will never be found in an error -free corpus of matenal 
from the language in questmn Above I noted that tf enough refuses ever to premod1fy adjectives and worth 
1s an adjective (as I claim), we have a very simple prediction the word sequence enough worth should not 
occur at all m even the largest corpora (except perhaps by accident across a constituent boundary, as in Are 
students who are not clever enough worth worrymg about?) It 1s easy enough to test this claim nothmg 
more than a fixed-stnng search 1s needed to pick out the candidate examples 
It 1s extraordmanly difficult to convmce hngu1sts of this They are equipped with many knee-Jerk 
react10ns They will say that people say so many wild things that a large corpus 1s hkely to contam examples 
of1ust about anything, mcludmg1ust about everything you could think of that 1s not grammatical But this 
isn't true, as expenence with corpus methods will show anyone who chooses to make the effort to find out 
5 This corresponds to the second mterpretat10n for the astensk given m Householder ( 1973) "I have 
never seen or heard a sentence of the type X and hereby wager you can't find an example" 
6 These sentences were found m the corpus of text from Wall Street Journal articles on the CD-ROM made 
available by the Assoc1abon for Computational Lmgu1sttcs I have edited them to reduce therr length, but only m ways 
not relevant to the pomt 
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They will say that usmg a corpus restncts one's purview, which 1s also not true usmg a corpus 1s 
hberatmg, and expands one's understanding rather than contracting 1t, because of all the examples that turn 
up that exhibit relevant usages that would not have munediately come to mmd What they wtll not say is that 
they cannot be bothered, but I suspect that is what ts going on 
I am not suggestmg that intmttons of grammattcahty be barushed from our armory of tools for 
mvest1gatmg language Heaven forfend I am saymg that a better methodology for a grammanan today 
mvolves a back-and-forth interplay between hypothesis, mtuitive reflectmn, corpus searchmg, refinement of 
the intmtmn, prediction concerning what will be found m the corpus, further searching, and so on -
combmed with occasional recourse to informants or even acceptabihty surveys 
3.2 The alleged poverty of the stimulus 
The term "argument from poverty of the stimulus" appears to have dropped mto linguistic discourse when 
Chomsky (1980 34) referred to "a classical argument in the theory of knowledge, what we might call 'the 
argument from poverty of the stimulus'," c1tmg no references other than Socrates' ehc1tatton of knowledge 
from the slave boy and Descartes's argument m the Dwptncs that "there ts no need to suppose that anythmg 
matenal passes from objects to our eyes to make us see colors and hght " From these mexpltctt remarks a 
trad1t1on has somehow grown up of assertmg that Chomskyan linguists have shown that human infants learn 
thmgs about the1r first languages that they were provtded with no evidence for I wdl not discuss thts topic 
in detail here, though I have treated tt m a preltmmary way elsewhere (Pullum 1996) Suffice 1t to say that 
although reference books m philosophy and cogmttve science now contain articles that attempt to outhne the 
argument from poverty of the stimulus and sketch the support lmguists are supposed to have offered for 1t 
(Garfield 1994 and Marcus 1999 are two examples), I see few signs of anyone attempting to provide such 
support in a senous way m the domam of syntax 
The argument could in pnnc1ple be tested I take 1t that a specific instance of applymg the argument 
to particular phenomena would say something hke the following for a specific speaker S, a fact F, a class D 





Fis a fact about language L, and S ts a speaker of L who can be shown to know F 
It can be demonstrated that no empmcist-style leanung procedure of the type E can learn F from 
a corpus of utterances from L unless that corpus includes a sample from the specific domain D 
of crucially relevant utterance types 
It ts known that m the process of acqumng L, there was never at any time at which S was exposed 
to data from the domam D 
Therefore, S dtd not acqmre L usmg a learmng procedure of type E 
There ts much to be specified precisely here the class E of empmc1st-style learmng methods must be 
explicitly charactenzed, that F ts really true must be confirmed by descnpttve work on L, careful tnfonnant 
work or psycholtngu1st1c expenmentatton must be done to show that S really does know F, the domam D 
must be exphcttly defined, the unlearnabthty of L from D-free corpora by methods of type E must be proved 
as a theorem ofleamabtltty theory, and somehow 1t must be shown convtncmgly that S never encountered 
data from the domam D dunng the acqms1t10n penod an empmcal matter mvolvmg longitudmal 
mvest1gat1on of input to (and ideally uptake in) the learner A tall order, but one can seem pnnc1ple what tt 
might be hke to accomplish all thts However, when we search the literature oflmgu1st1cs for an example of 
thts program bemg earned out for some syntactic fact, we find virtually nothing 
In Pullum ( 1996) I consider the only close approach I then knew of Let F be the fact that sub1ect-
auxihary inversion m Enghsh ts structure-sensitive (it fronts the mam clause aux1hary rather than the first 
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auxihary m the stnng), and let D be the class ofEnghsh sentences contammg two auxihanes ma configuration 
that permits us to tell the difference between frontmg the mam clause auxihary and the first auxiliary (1 e , 
sentences hke Could those who are leavmg early sit near the door?) I suggest that there wdl be great 
difficulty m exhtb1tmg a learner S who can be guaranteed never to have been exposed to utterances of the 
type illustrated by D, because (as Sampson 1989 suggested nught be the case) such utterances are quite easy 
to find m any reasonable-Sized corpus 
At present my claun stands as a challenge that no one has taken up At least two authors of recent 
books on how language mtght be learned (Cowie 1999 and Sampson 1998) take the view that the onus 1s 
now on generative lmgu1sts to respond to the challenge I have laid down My feelmg ts that lmgmsts are lucky 
that philosophers and psychologists have been so credulous on this pomt, because there are few signs of real 
substantiation of the claim on which the argument from poverty of the stimulus trades Lmgmst1cs ts gettmg 
some credit here that it simply does not deserve 
3 3 The mfimty myth 
Mentmn of size bm1ts bnngs me to a generat1vist myth that has not been questioned m forty years the claim 
that natural languages are mfirute This topic will be treated more fully elsewhere (Pullum and Scholz, m 
preparat10n), but I wtll give a bnef digest 
The view that natural languages are mfimte ts unsupported by any sound argument, empmcal or 
formal A typical defense of1t 1s put by Stabler (1999) this way 
Although there are obvious practical hm1tat1ons on the lengths of sentences that any human wtll ever 
pronounce, these bounds do not seem to be hngwsttc m narure, but rather denve from hnutabons m 
our life span, reqmrements for sleep, and so on As far as the grammars of narural languages go, there 
seems to be no longest sentence, and consequently no maxunally complex hngu1st1c structllre, and we 
can conclude that all narural languages are mfunte 
But we cannot validly conclude that The key to seemg why hes m a fairly elementary pomt about model 
theory Call the language m which a formal grammar 1s wntten a descr1pt1on language A descnptton 
language must have a semantics 1f grammars are to make 1dent1fiable claims about what 1s m the language 
under descnpt1on Grammars of the type I wdl call production systems, of which the rewntmg systems 
mtroduced by Post m the 1940s are an example, have a semantics m terms of set defimt1on Rules hke 
PP__., P NP have a simtlar status to move-pernnttmg statements m the defirut10n of games hke chess 'a pawn 
may be moved one square perpendicularly ahead' To the extent that a model-theoretic semantics for them 
can be proV1ded, 1t defines the entire language at once No md1vidual rule of a production system can be 
mterpreted as rnak:mg any statement about an mdtvidual sentence The rule PP -1> P NP, for example, does 
not claim that prepositions are reqmred to precede thetr NP complements (there could be a rule PP -1> NP P 
m the grammar as well), JUst as 'a pawn may be moved one square perpendicularly ahead' does not say that 
pawns have to move perpendicularly (there 1s also a rule 'a pawn may take an opponent's piece that is 
adjacent diagonally ahead,' wluch permits a pawn to move one square diagonally) The only chum that 1s 
made by the rules of a production system 1s that the entire set of rules defines the entire collection of 
sentences for wluch the system provides denvat1ons 
There 1s an alternative Over the last twenty years a different kmd of descnpt1on language has been 
developed, one that provides for declarative constramts that have a model-theoretic semantics, mdtvtdual 
sentences (or sentence structures) bemg the models Call these constramt systems An example ts provided 
by the grammars defined by Johnson and Postal (1980), to take one of the earliest examples of such a 
framework each grammatical constramt 1s a matenal cond1t10nal m a first-order predicate calculus m which 
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the predicates denote properties of or relations between arcs (labeled ordered pairs of nodes) Each constramt 
1s either true or false of any arbitrary mdividual sentence structure A sentence structure is adrmtted by the 
grammar if and only if all rules of the grammar are true of it 
Making grammars stnctly declarative m this way has several mterestmg and desirable consequences 
One has to do with degrees of grammat1cahty Consider how one might distmguish between the rruld 
ungrammaticality of (21 a), the greater ungrammaucahty of (21 b ), and the extreme ungrammattcahty of (2 lc) 




*They have been informed the tlme of his arrival 
*Have been informed the tlme of his arnva/ they 
* Amval the been have of they nme his informed 
Among the declarative constramts on syntactic form m English that are relevant here are those given 









Subjects precede predicates m the clause 
Perfect have takes a subjectless past part1c1pial complement 
In a passive clause the copula takes a subjectless past partlcip1al VP complement 
Articles precede norrunal expressions m the NP 
Lexical heads precede their complements 
Subject pronouns are m the nommat1ve case 
If mjorm has an NP complement and a second complement, the latter is a PP 
A PP second complement of mform 1s headed by of 
Of these statements, only the last 1s false of(21a) Only the first and the last are false of(2lb) But (with the 
words assigned to the obv10us lexical categories) all of them are false of (2 lc) A quantitative mdex of 
approach to grammaticality ts available that at least has some a prwn plaus1b1hty degree of grammaticality 
is lmearly correlated with number of statements m the grammar satisfied And nothmg has to be added or 
stipulated to obtam this 
So constramt systems have a certam desirab1bty purely from the standpomt of factual coverage But 
there is an important further consequence of constramt systems that has gone entirely unnoticed many 
different collect10ns of sentence structures will satisfy all the rules of a grammar, there 1s not a umque such 
collection In fact there is not even a clearly defined largest one, as m effect shown later by Langendoen and 
Postal (1984), smce sentences of mfimte size need not be stipulat1vely excluded, and thus transfimtely vast 
collect1ons of sentence structures may satisfy the grammar, mcludmg co1lect1ons so big that set-theoretic 
not10ns hke cardmality do not apply to them 
It 1s true that for any mterestmgly complex grammar (any grammar with the analog of direct or 
mdirect recursion, 1 e m which a structure of type a may occur as a proper subpart of a structure of type a) 
there will exist mfimte collections of sentence structures satisfymg 1t But that does not mean that fi.rute 
collections do not satisfy 1t There wtll be mfirutely many firute sets of sentences that constitute models of the 
grammar 
We therefore do not need to assume that English 1s identical with the smallest denumerably mfimte 
set of sentences that satisfies the grammar, which 1s what a production system says under the standard 
mterpretat10n We do not need to fix upon any firute cardmal1ty for a uruque set that is to be by st1pulat1on 
the formal analog of Engltsh Instead we can say that the size of the language is not fixed by the grammar 
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Whether It is firute or mfirute 1s neither a matter that grammatical study 1s concerned with nor a question that 
a grammar answers For lmgu1st1cs, language size should be a non-issue (smce it 1s uncontroversial that, as 
Stabler puts it, size bounds "do not seem to be lmgu1st1c m nature, but rather denve from hm1tabons m our 
bfe span, requirements for sleep, and so on") Under a model-theoretic view of the semantics for description 
languages, it 1s a non-issue, smce the existence of mfirute models for a grammar does not imply the 
noneXJstence of firute ones, Stabler 1s wrong to conclude that English 1s mfimte If our grammatical 
descnpt1on 1s given m the form of a constramt system, 1t can be any size, firute or mfimte, and provided our 
constramts capture the nght structural properties the same descnpt1on will work no matter what the 
cardmahty of the collection of all sentences (1fwe assume there 1s any such collection) It 1s only product1on-
system grammars such as transformational grammars that mislead us mto thmkmg that languages must be 
mfimte (see Pullum and Scholz, m preparation, for a more careful exploration of these ideas) 
3 4 The failure of movement rules 
Fmally let me tum to a central and defirut1ve mnovat1on of transformational grammar that 1s crucially tied to 
the production conception of grammars the feature that survives m all vanettes that bear the name of 
transformational grammar, even m those where deletion rules (the mam danger as regards Turmg-equ1valence 
proofs) are banished the device of movement rules Most lmgu1sts seem to recollect bemg convmced-often 
by readmg Chomsky ( 1957) - that movement rules were an excellent idea The tyranny of procedural 
metaphors seems to have all thmlang about syntax m its icy gnp Yet the classic arguments for the necessity 
of movement transformations are unsound The famous Affix Hoppmg analysts 1s not compatible with the 
formal defirut10n of transformations originally given by Chomsky (Sampson 1979 360-365) and simply does 
not work descriptively (Pullum 1979 244-247, Gazdar, Pullum and Sag 1982 613-616) Movement 
denvat1ons of passives had been identified by the early 1970s as enttrely unnecessary (Brame 1973, Fre1dm 
1975, Bresnan 1978) The most sohd arguments m favor of movement rules that was available twenty years 
ago were the kmd of which Perlmutter and Soames (1979 229ff) provide a crystal-clear mstance, based on 
data of the kmd I presented above m (17), argumg that phrase structure rules simply cannot capture the 
generalizations mvolved But twenty years ago this month, wlnle Perlmutter and Sambas book was being 
d1stnbuted, Gerald Gazdar realized that the argument for movement transformat10ns to account for 
top1cahzation sentences was entirely unsound There was notlnng about top1cahzat1on facts that would defeat 
context-free phrase-structure descnpuon 
What had been missed was that context-free grammars allow arbitrary latitude as regards the content 
of the nontermmal vocabulary - the set of syntactic categones To put 1t very Simply and mtmt1vely, and 
compatibly with the terms suggested above, context-free phrase structure rules permit us to d1stmgmsh a 
category 'Clause' (for brevity, S) from a category 'Clause with an NP gap 1ns1de tt' (abbreviated S/NP) We 
can regard (l 7a), A 1ob llke yours, I would 1magme most people would enjoy_, as cons1stmg of an NP (a 
;ob lzke yours) followed by an S/NP (I would 1magme most people would en;oy _), thus 
(23) Cs [NP a1ob lzke yours] CstNP I would 1magme most people would en;oy _] 
The mtemal structure of an S/NP wtll be Just h.ke that of a clause, except that there must be some daughter 
that mstead of havmg the label a that would normally be expected m a clause of this sort has the 
corresponding label for 'a-with-NP-gap' mstead More generally, wherever a constituent of the category a 
normally allows a daughter sequence qr~~\jf, a constituent of the category a/"f wdl allow the daughter 
sequence qrPfr'V (The result 1s still a context-free phrase structure grammar, because although the size 
of the set of categones has been expanded, 1t expands only from k categones to a maXImum of k + li1' 
categones-tf for any a and p, not necessanly d1stmct, there ts a category 'a-wtth-p-gap' - and m practice 
the needed expansion is much smaller ) 
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This makes it clear that putting an astensk on an example like ( 17b ), I would 1magme most people 
would en1oy _, is m.tsleading 7 this stnng 1s not ungrammatical m the sense of v1olatmg grammattcal 
constraints It 1s simply not of the category S Rather, 1t 1s of the category S/NP, and thus can be used as a 
bare relative clause (somethmg I would 1marnne most people would emoy) And the ungrammat1cahty of* A 
]Oh bke yours, I would zmagme most people would enjoy bemg an air/me p1/ot 1s due to the fact that a clause 
in English 1s not penmtted to consist of an NP followed by a clause 
Thus the basic arguments for movement presented m introductory books on transformational grammar 
are unsound 1t simply has not been shown to be necessary to augment phrase structure grammar by 
movement transformations to achieve a descnpt1on of the famthar facts of English syntax that have been held 
to motivate movement But things are in fact much worse than that What the movement idea suggests 
heunst1cally 1s m fact misleadmg There are numerous constructions that should give pause to anyone who 
thmks cnt1cally about the concept We need go no further than mdependent mterrogattve clauses to see that 
m some cases the mover cannot be put back mto the gap position with a grammatical result 
(24) a 
b 
Who do you thmk you are ? 
*Do you thmk you are who? 
Thus tf 1t was the simple intmtton about ( 1 7 a) that 1t 1s hke the antecedently grammatical ( 17b) with a phrase 
pulled out of its canomcal pos1t1on that motivated us, things do not go so well here 
Of course, this 1s not to say that no movement account of the facts in (24) can be constructed The 
standard account has two movements, one feedmg the other the wh-phrase m (24a) 1s moved to the 
begmnmg of the sentence and this tnggers movement of the auxthary mto second pos1t1on But now the 
trouble hes with this second movement, subject-auxiliary invers10n there are sentences where the wrong 





*I aren't commg with you 
Aren 't I com mg with you? 
*I aren 't good enough to compete w1th her 
Who aren 't I good enough to compete with? 
The alleged mover - the auxiliary aren 't - occurs m pre-subject pos1t10n m sentences where 1t would not 
be possible m post-subject position Both the wh-movement and the auxthary movement are afflicted with 
the problem that they occur m post-movement position m cases where they would not be permitted m the 
supposed pre-movement pos1t1on The mover 1s 1mposs1ble m the pos1tton of the gap There are numerous 








He wanted me to take over, which I couldn't 
They thought 1t was blue, which zt wasn't -
Susan, brilliant ana/yst though she 1s __, gave up 
That he was there that mght I am certain of_ 
Who the hell do you thmk you are _? 
Where else could they go? 
Whatever else you do_ m Sydney, v1s1t the aquarium 
7 This pomt was made by Brame ( 198 l 283-284) 
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[cf * I couldn 't wh1ch ] 
[cf * 1t wasn 't which ] 
[cf * she 1s bnllrant analyst ] 
[cf *I am certain of that he was ] 
[cf *You are who the hell?] 
[cf *They could go where else J 
[cf *You do whatever e/~e ] 
h Whoever he let_ m appears to have left no fingerprints [cf *He let whoever m ] 
In each case the alleged mover 1s marked by double underhmng, and the gap ts shown by a smgle underhmng 
Puttmg the alleged mover back mto the pos1t10n 1t 1s supposed to have moved from yields an ungrammatical 
structure 
A different type of argument 1s provided by the followmg examples, where the problem 1s that we 





Some day he 'II come along, the man [I love _] 
You 're the one that [I want_] 
You should have seen the way [he looked at me_] 
You'd be so nrce [to come home to_] 
In none of these 1s there any apparent mover at all To relate the occurrence of the md1cated gaps m the 
bracketed constituents to some kmd of movement, what has to be assumed 1s that somethmg moves to leave 
the gap and then disappears through some kmd of spontaneous combust10n 
Worse still for the mtmtlon that 1s supposed to motivate movement are the cases m which several 
movers set off on their Journey from different coordmate subparts of a coordmat1on, leaving several gaps, 
but by the time they amve at their destmat1on they have fused mto one 
(28) a 
b 
It was on a stupid TV show, which I hate _ and my partner loves _ 
They cut up _and threw to the sled dogs the remammg chunks of bear meat 
In these the double-underlined mover has to be associated with two different gaps (Actually 1t can be 
arb1tranly many a show which I hate my brother dislikes __, my sister loves _, and my parents are 
neutral about_) Attempts by Wtlhams (1978) to show that such cases could be treated by a formal 
mnovat1on makmg coordmates occupy the same lmear pos1tton m sentence structure have been shown farrly 
conclusively not to work (Gazdar 1981, Gazdar, Pullum, Sag, and Wasow 1982) 
My po mt m reviewmg these facts, most of which are fairly well known, 1s not to suggest that movement 
theones can be refuted This of course 1s 1mposs1ble, what I am contrast mg them wtth 1s a theory that has less 
machinery, not more Phrase structure rules on thetr own, without movement transformat10ns, can be used 
to describe the phenomena JUSt cited There 1s no way to show that a theory with movement added would 
necessanly do worse, 1t could of course simply muruc the simpler theory usmg phrase structure alone, and 
do nothing with Its movement capabihty, so the worst possible result for movement theones 1s a draw I mean 
only to query the mtmtton behind movement theones, and to offer some factual background to the following 
observations about the present relevance of movement rule theory to the work of the Ordinary Workmg 
Grammarian 
(1) The ongmal arguments for movement transformations were not sound 
(u) The mtu1t10n that movements explain cases where some phrase ts out of its canomcal pos1t10n 1s 
undercut by numerous cases m which either the canorucal pos1t1on is not a possible one for the 
alleged mover or the movers and gaps are not m one-to-one correspondence 
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(111) The mam feature of hngu1sts' discourse that 1s contmually reinforced by the assumptmn of 
movement rules is the descnpttvely unhelpful dynanuc metaphor of denvat1ons, which has linguists 
talkmg m empmcally ungroundable terms about histones for sentences mstead of structures of 
sentences 
4. Conclusion 
The transformat10nal-generattve hngutsUcs that has dominated the second half ofth1s century has been nghtly 
celebrated and praised, but for qmtethewrong reasons The great achievements of modern grammatical work 
hem what has been done that has changed the hfe of the Ordmary Workmg Grammanan of whom Fillmore 
spoke expandmg the fact base, and addmg content to the toolbox: of arguments, diagnostics, and cntena of 
which Lakoff, Postal and Ross once planned to wnte Real se1ence has been done, and real progress has been 
made And while tt may be regarded as a piece of good luck for us linguists that our d1SC1plme has been feted 
by outsiders hke never before m its history, I think 1t 1s actually a pity that what has most captivated outsiders 
has been our myths I have discussed four examples of these the counterproductive idea that mtmt10ns are 
data, the falsehood that a powerful "argument from poverty of the stimulus" has been developed, the logical 
error that has had us parrotmg the view that natural languages are mfimte these last forty years, and the 
notion that the unhelpful and unworkable device of movement transformations was a techmcal advance We 
don't need the unearned kudos we have tlhcitly derived from these hoary myths, we have real achievements 
to celebrate, achievements that we would be able to present to Sapir or Bloomfield or Jespersen 1f they yet 
hved, and discuss with some pride, and some confidence that those great men of the first half of this century 
would agree we had not wasted our half 
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